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Control of the intrinsic microstructure in APPECVD synthesised amorphous silica thin ﬁlms
F. M. Elam, *abc B. C. A. M. van der Velden-Schuermans,a S. A. Starostin,a
M. C. M. van de Sandenbc and H. W. de Vries*c
Amorphous single layered silica ﬁlms deposited using industrially scalable roll-to-roll atmospheric
pressure-plasma enhanced chemical vapor deposition were evaluated in terms of structure–
performance relationships. Polarised attenuated total reﬂectance-Fourier transform infrared absorption
spectroscopy and heavy water exposure to induce hydrogen–deuterium exchange revealed it was
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possible to control the ﬁlm porosity simply by varying the precursor ﬂux and plasma residence times.
Denser silica network structures with fewer hydroxyl impurities, shorter Si–O bonds, decreased Si–O–Si
bond angles and a greater magnitude of isolated pores were found in ﬁlms deposited with decreased
precursor ﬂux and increased plasma residence times, and consequently exhibited signiﬁcantly improved
encapsulation performance.

Introduction
The economical manufacture of thin functional lms with
precisely controlled porosity is of particular importance for
industries involved in gas separation, water purication, and
the protection of exible electronics, the latter of which this
work is focussed on.
Flexible encapsulation barriers are designed primarily to
protect electronic devices such as solar cells against degradation from oxygen and water,1–9 thus prolonging device lifetimes
and improving operational stability. A widely regarded material
for such a barrier is amorphous silica, which can be deposited
onto exible polymer substrates using a variety of diﬀerent
deposition methods.2,10–21 One particularly cost-eﬀective and
thus industrially relevant method, is atmospheric pressureplasma enhanced chemical vapour deposition (AP-PECVD).
The absence of any large footprint vacuum equipment,9 and
potential for continuous processing, makes it an ideal technology for the large scale manufacture of exible protective
coatings.9–12,22
It was discovered recently that encapsulation performance
could be improved for amorphous silica lms deposited onto
exible polymer substrates using industrially scalable roll-toroll AP-PECVD, by increasing the deposition input energy per
precursor gas molecule (a parameter that relates increasing
plasma residence time with decreasing precursor vapour ow
a
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rates, whilst maintaining a constant power dissipation in the
discharge).10,12 X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) was used
to successfully determine the elemental composition and hence
approximate O : Si ratio of the lms.10,12 Unfortunately in these
instances, XPS was unable to provide a suﬃciently detailed
insight into the changes in the silica network structure as
a function of deposition input energy, and hence the impact
this had upon the encapsulation performance of the lms.
Attenuated total reectance-Fourier transform infrared
(ATR-FTIR) absorption spectroscopy with an un-polarised light
source was therefore used as an alternative, to study the
intrinsic microstructure of these amorphous silica lms, with
focus on the extent of hydroxyl (–OH) impurities.10,12,23–27 It was
shown that an improved encapsulation performance was due in
part to a decrease in concentration of network disrupting silanol (Si–OH) groups, thus implying that the microstructure of
the silica lattice increased in density at higher specic deposition energies per precursor molecule.10,12 However, no direct
detailed analysis of the Si–O–Si bonding was carried out to verify
this assumption. Fortunately, this type of bonding can be
resolved by performing ATR-FTIR absorption spectroscopy
using a polarised light source.
However, ATR-FTIR analysis alone does not provide
a complete representation of the degree of porosity within the
silica lms. Ellipsometric porosimetry (EP) and electrical
impedance spectroscopy (EIS) were two alternative techniques
used extensively by Perrotta et al. to very eﬀectively characterise
the nano-porosity, the pore size range and the presence of
macroscale defects in the structure of silica layers.28–31 Due to
the nature of these techniques, however, the majority of the
analysis was performed on samples deposited upon rigid silicon
wafers, rather than exible polymer substrates. A full
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characterisation of the nano-pore content of silica layers was
unfortunately found to be problematic using EP if a polyethylene terephthalate substrate was used.31
A method unhindered by the composition of the substrate
material, and therefore an alternative to EP and EIS, is a technique involving proton exchange via exposure to heavy water
(D2O) and subsequent detection of said transfer using ATRFTIR, highlighted relatively recently by Liu et al.32 This
method can provide information relating to the total pore
surface area and the extent of closed porosity. It is therefore
possible, by using this procedure, to obtain a more comprehensive interpretation of the bonding arrangements in amorphous silica lms deposited on polymer substrates using APPECVD.
The ability to economically produce functional lms with
a specic porosity would be highly advantageous in the encapsulation barrier market. Therefore, understanding the inuence
roll-to-roll AP-PECVD processing has upon the intrinsic microstructure (namely the Si–O–Si bonding and degree of closed
porosity), and resulting encapsulation performance of the synthesised amorphous silica layers is of paramount interest, and
hence forms the basis of this work. Focus will be placed on the
utilisation of two complementary analytical techniques known
to be suitable for the structural analysis of lms deposited upon
polymeric substrate materials, namely polarised ATR-FTIR and
hydrogen–deuterium exchange.

Experimental section
Single layer amorphous silica-like lms were deposited onto
thermally stabilised optical grade polyethylene 2,6 naphthalate
(PEN) foil (Teonex Q65FA, Teijin DuPont Films) with a width
and thickness of 180 mm and 100 mm respectively, using a glowlike AP dielectric barrier discharge in an industrially scalable
roll-to-roll set-up open to ambient air. A schematic representation of the AP-PECVD reactor is shown in Fig. 1 and all basic
device and thin lm deposition parameters can be found in
a recent publication by Elam et al.12 The reactor itself is in an
ISO class 3 cleanroom, in accordance with ISO 14644-1
standards.
The PEN foil was positioned over the lower drum electrode
and the foil transport speed was varied from 133–33 mm min1
to enable the deposition of uniform 150 nm barrier layers. A
63 mm thick sacricial polymer, polyethylene terephthalate
(PET) (ASTERATM Functional Foils, AGFA), was used as the
dielectric material for the upper drum electrode, with foil
transport speed maintained at 50 mm min1 in all cases. The
reactant gases for every deposition were oxygen (technical
grade) and tetraethyl orthosilicate (Si(OC2H5)4, TEOS) ($99.0%,
Sigma-Aldrich). The precursor gas, TEOS, was injected via
a controlled evaporation mixer unit (CEM-Technology, Bronkhorst HIGH-TECH B.V.), where the liquid precursor was
combined with 1 slm argon (technical grade). The carrier gas in
all cases was nitrogen (technical grade), with a ow of 20 slm.
All four gases were mixed before being released into the plasma.
In order to vary the specic input energy per TEOS molecule and
therefore the layer densities for the 150 nm barrier layers, the
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Schematic of the roll-to-roll glow-like atmospheric pressure
dielectric barrier discharge used for the deposition of all silica ﬁlms by
means of plasma enhanced chemical vapour deposition.

Fig. 1

TEOS and oxygen gas ows were adjusted with a xed ratio of
4.5  103 in the range of 7.2  103 to 1.8  103 slm and 1.6–
0.4 slm respectively. This resulted in the deposition of barrier
layers with input energies ranging from approximately 1.4–4.9
keV per TEOS molecule. A description of the method used to
calculate the input energy per TEOS molecule (E per TEOS) is
outlined in a publication by Elam et al.12
Spectroscopic ellipsometry (SE) was performed using a variable angle spectroscopic ellipsometer (M-2000D, J.A. Woollam
Co. Inc.) in the wavelength range of 400–1000 nm in order to
ensure that the single layer barriers post-deposition were of the
expected thickness and demonstrated good overall uniformity.33 The Cauchy dispersion function was used to model the
PEN substrate and the silica-like thin lms as two separate
entities. The optical model did not take into account the
substrate anisotropy;14 however sample orientation was
consistent for each measurement.
The eﬀective WVTR of the single layer samples comprising
barrier and substrate layers were determined using a Deltaperm
(Technolox Ltd.), with set conditions of 40  C, 90% relative
humidity (RH). This measurement therefore took into account
the overall permeation of the lms; including contributions
from macro-defects (>1 nm), and the intrinsic microstructure
(nano-defects (0.3–1 nm) and gas transport through the amorphous silica-like lattice itself (0.2–0.3 nm)).17 The Deltaperm
fulls the ASTM D 1434-82 (2003) standard for permeation
measurements, and has a WVTR limit of 2  104 g m2 day1.
Sample areas of 50 cm2 were investigated, with each measurement lasting for 60–190 h depending on encapsulating ability,
in order to ensure the permeation rate had stabilised. The
WVTR was recorded each minute, and calculated as summarised in ref. 12. From the Deltaperm measurements, data concerning the lag-time (the time taken for the WVTR to reach
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a steady-state) was also obtained, and from this the apparent
diﬀusion coeﬃcient of the encapsulation layers calculated as
outlined in ref. 12. It should be noted that all barrier layers used
for the encapsulation performance measurements showed
excellent adhesion to the polymeric substrate. No evidence of
delamination was observed aer evaluation using a cross-cut
tape adhesion test (in accordance with ISO 2409:2003).10
Attenuated total reectance-Fourier transform infrared
(ATR-FTIR) absorption spectroscopy was performed using spolarised light (Frontier FT-IR/FIR Spectrometer, PerkinElmer;
VeeMAX III Accessory, PIKE Technologies) to investigate the
average chemical structure of the barrier layers,34 with particular focus upon the Si–O–Si stretching modes. This set-up utilised a Ge crystal with a 60 face angle and one internal
reection. Spectra were obtained at a set angle of 60 (and hence
a 60 eﬀective angle qe), which resulted in a penetration depth
dp range of 391–678 nm for the selected wavenumber range of
1300–750 cm1, calculated using eqn (1),35
dp ¼

1


1=2
100n 2pðn1 2 sin2 qe  n2 2 Þ

(1)

where nis the wavenumber, n1 is the refractive index of the Ge
crystal (4.0) and n2 is the refractive index of the silica layer
(1.48). To minimise the eﬀect of background noise, 16 scans
were acquired for every measurement. The absorption spectrum
of the substrate was subtracted from each sample spectrum. In
addition, every sample spectrum was normalised to the Si–O–Si
asymmetric stretch peak centred at approximately 1050 cm1,
and interpreted assuming that an increase in peak absorption
intensity equated to an increase in the presence of the corresponding functional group. Deconvolution of all spectral peaks
was carried out (Peak Analyzer – Fit Peaks (Pro), OriginPro 9.1)
in order to determine the position, full width at half maximum
(FWHM) and intensity of each elementary contribution. For the
purpose of this analysis, a separate set of samples were investigated as the PEN substrate has strong IR absorption peaks in
the spectral region of interest for silica-like lm evaluation.
Therefore, a set of equivalent barrier layer-type lms that had
been deposited onto a PET substrate pre-coated with a 1 mm
thick layer of polyvinylidene chloride (PVDC) were analysed
instead. The PVDC layer was thick enough to prevent penetration of the IR evanescent wave into the underlying PET
substrate, and its FTIR absorption spectrum neutral enough not
to impede the absorption spectrum of the silica layers, thereby
ensuring ‘clean’ spectra of the lms could be obtained. All
equivalent barrier layer-type lms were 200 nm in thickness,
as it is known, especially when using polarised light, that both
the FTIR absorption peak positions and FWHM can vary as
a function of lm thickness.36–40
The pore interconnectivity within the 150 nm silica-like
barrier layers deposited on PEN, was determined by means of
exposure to deuterium oxide (D2O) (Sigma-Aldrich) and subsequent detection of hydrogen–deuterium (1H–2H, H–D) exchange
using un-polarised ATR-FTIR absorption spectroscopy (Frontier
FT-IR/FIR Spectrometer, PerkinElmer; Frontier UATR Ge/Ge,
PerkinElmer). This accessory similarly used a Ge crystal with
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one internal reection, but a 45 face angle. Spectra were
acquired at a xed angle of 45 , which resulted in a penetration
depth range of 176–330 nm for the selected wavenumber range
of 3750–2000 cm1 (calculated as before using eqn (1)) and thus
improved the detection and subsequent analysis of SiO–H and
H–OH spectral peaks. The full procedure comprised drying the
samples in a desiccator under vacuum for one week, followed by
exposure to D2O for one week using a climate chamber, with set
conditions of 40  C, 90% RH. Samples were then dried again for
one week in a desiccator under vacuum and nally exposed to
ambient air for one week. ATR-FTIR absorption spectra were
recorded directly aer every step.

Results and discussion
Encapsulation performance
The eﬀective WVTR trend (at 40  C, 90% RH) with respect to
increasing input energy per TEOS molecule (a parameter that
relates increasing plasma residence time, or substrate transport
speed, with decreasing TEOS vapour ow rates, whilst maintaining a constant power dissipation in the discharge) during

Fig. 2 Water permeation measurements (at 40  C, 90% relative
humidity): (a) water vapour transmission rate with respect to increasing
input energy per TEOS molecule for synthesis of a 150 nm barrier layer;
(b) lag-time and corresponding apparent diﬀusion coeﬃcient with
respect to increasing input energy per TEOS molecule for synthesis of
a 150 nm barrier layer.
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the deposition of the 150 nm barrier layer is shown in Fig. 2a. As
previously reported, a clear correlation can be observed between
increasing input energy per TEOS molecule and decreasing
eﬀective WVTR, suggesting that the encapsulation properties of
silica-like lms deposited using AP-PECVD improve as a function of increased deposition input energy.10 However, this
improvement is unfortunately limited by the formation of
macro-defects that occur as a result of the gradually intensied
processing conditions required to achieve deposition input
energies greater than 6 keV per TEOS for single layered lms
and 20 keV per TEOS for bilayer lms.12,13 Fig. 2b that illustrates
the lag-time and apparent diﬀusion coeﬃcient of the single
layer barrier as a function of input energy per TEOS molecule,
complements the WVTR data, reaﬃrming the above statements
that encapsulation performance improves to a certain extent
with increasing input energy per TEOS molecule during the
deposition process.
Silica network structure: polarised ATR-FTIR spectroscopy
Fig. 3 and 4 show the normalised s-polarised ATR-FTIR
absorption spectra and subsequent deconvolution, of the
amorphous silica barrier layers deposited by AP-PECVD, with
particular focus upon the Si–O–Si stretching modes. The presence of the silanol (Si–OH) group in amorphous silica deposited
using AP-PECVD is discussed in greater detail in a recent
publication by Elam et al.12 For the purpose of understanding
the extent and nature of the variation in lm structure as
a function of increasing input energy per TEOS molecule during
the deposition process, the data set was extended to include
samples deposited at energies up to 70 keV per TEOS
molecule.12

Normalised s-polarized ATR-FTIR absorption spectra showing:
the Si–O–Si transverse optical symmetric stretch (SSTO, 800 cm1);
the silanol stretch (Si–OH, 930 cm1); the Si–O–Si transverse optical
asymmetric stretch with adjacent O atoms in phase (AS1TO,
1050 cm1); and the Si–O–Si transverse optical asymmetric stretch
with adjacent O atoms 180 out of phase (AS2TO, 1160 cm1) of
200 nm silica-like thin ﬁlms deposited with input E per TEOS from 1.2–
72.2 keV onto a modiﬁed PET substrate using AP-PECVD, under
conditions replicating those of the barrier layer synthesis.
Fig. 3

This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2017
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Amorphous silica, unlike conventional crystalline silicon
dioxide (SiO2), does not possess a silicon–oxygen (Si–O) microstructure with obvious long range order.39,41 The crystal
symmetry is broken by disordered linkage, and by the existence
of oxygen atoms that are not shared among neighbouring
tetrahedra. This disorder therefore gives rise to localisation,
and hence the vibrational properties of amorphous silica are
usually interpreted in terms of Si–O–Si subunits.41 However, due
to its lattice-like network structure, longitudinal optical (LO)
and transverse optical (TO) phonons associated with the Si–O–
Si symmetric (SS) and asymmetric stretching (AS) modes also
exist.42–44 It is possible to activate the LO modes with a transition
dipole moment oriented perpendicular to the surface of the
lm,45,46 by utilising the p-polarised component of IR light in
oblique-incidence reectance.46–48
In a similar fashion, TO modes oriented parallel to the
surface,45,46 are activated alongside LO modes, but can be isolated by using s-polarised light.48 Furthermore, the Si–O–Si
asymmetric stretching mode in fact generates two vibrational
modes: the AS1 mode whereby adjacent oxygen atoms execute
the asymmetric stretching motion in phase with one another,
and the AS2 mode characteristic of the Si–O–Si shoulder peak, in
which adjacent oxygen atoms perform the asymmetric stretch
180 out of phase.49–51 This therefore results in six IR active
modes associated with the Si–O–Si functional group; namely the
TO and LO phonons for the symmetric stretch (SSTO and SSLO),
and the TO and LO phonons for both asymmetric stretches
(AS1TO, AS2TO, AS1LO and AS2LO).51
The most prominent peaks in the normalised s-polarised
ATR-FTIR absorption spectrum of amorphous silica shown in
Fig. 3 can be assigned to the Si–O–Si SSTO mode (800 cm1),
the silanol (Si–OH) stretch (930 cm1), the Si–O–Si AS1TO mode
(1050 cm1) and the Si–O–Si AS2TO mode (1160 cm1). It
should be highlighted that no peaks at 1275 cm1 due to the
bending mode of methyl groups in Si–CH3 are observed,24,52–54
indicating that all silica-like lms deposited using the APPECVD process are essentially carbon free. This assumption
has also been veried by prior XPS analysis, which revealed the
maximum percentage of elemental carbon present in the silica
layers was 3.5%.10,12
Several clear trends become apparent upon deconvolution
(Fig. 4) of the spectra shown in Fig. 3. The absorbance of the
SSTO mode increases with increasing input energy per TEOS
molecule during the deposition process. According to the Beer–
Lambert law,12 this implies an increase in concentration of Si–
O–Si species and thus reduction in the porosity of the intrinsic
microstructure of the silica network as a function of increasing
deposition input energy. Contrary to this, however, the absorbance of the AS2TO vibrational mode decreases. An increase in
the intensity of the AS2TO mode has been previously associated
with disorder-induced mechanical coupling to the AS1
mode,50,51,55 increased porosity in the layer,56 and increased
disorder in the silica microstructure.25,27,50,55 Therefore
a decrease in the intensity of the AS2TO vibrational mode would
also indicate a reduction in porosity and hence densication of
the intrinsic microstructure of the silica network.
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Fig. 4 Deconvolution (a) of the normalised s-polarized ATR-FTIR absorption spectra shown in Fig. 3 illustrating the speciﬁc peak centre (black;
circle), FWHM (red; triangle) and absorbance (blue; diamond) as a function of increasing input E per TEOS for the synthesis of the barrier layer for:
(b) Si–O–Si SSTO; (c) Si–O–Si AS1TO and (d) Si–O–Si AS2TO.

The peak FWHM, widely acknowledged to be indicative of
the degree of variation in bonding arrangements surrounding
a particular functional group,50,57–59 can be seen to increase for
all Si–O–Si stretching modes, as the deposition input energy
increases. As the intrinsic silica network densies with
a reduction in the concentration of network-disrupting silanol
groups,12 the distribution of Si–O–Si bond angles in the network
is likely to increase, thereby resulting in an increase in the
FWHM.23,60 The greater distribution of bond angles may also
coincide with an increase in bond strain and thus lm tensile
stress.61
The specic peak centres of the SSTO and AS2TO vibrations
are observed to increase in wavenumber with increasing lm
density,62 most likely the consequence of an increase in the
force constant k, of the Si–O–Si bonds since the reduced mass of
the vibrating atoms m, remains unchanged.63 Due to the removal
of network-disrupting Si–OH groups,12 the length of Si–O bonds
are liable to decrease, resulting in an increase in bond strength
and thus rise in vibrational frequency as a function of
increasing deposition input energy. Conversely, the specic
peak centre of the AS1TO vibrational mode is quite visibly seen
to decrease in wavenumber as a function of increasing input

52278 | RSC Adv., 2017, 7, 52274–52282

energy per TEOS molecule and hence reduction in porosity. This
eﬀect was also previously observed in conjunction with removal
of hydroxyl species,23,60 and densication.62 Slight variations in
peak positions can also be attributed to changes in the intrinsic
bond angles, as described in eqn (2), which is specic for the Si–
O–Si vibration:
u2 ¼

k
4 k
ð1  cos qÞ þ
mO
3 mSi

(2)

where u is the stretching frequency, mO and mSi are the mass of
oxygen and silicon atoms respectively, q is the Si–O–Si intertetrahedral bond angle and k in this case is the Si–O stretching force constant.27 And so, any decrease in frequency of the Si–
O–Si AS1 vibration can theoretically be associated with
a decrease in the Si–O–Si bond angle, within the range 90–180 ,
and consequently, like the aforementioned increase in FWHM,
also an indication of an increase in strain within the Si–O–Si
structure.57–59
Therefore the presented ATR-FTIR analysis suggests that the
intrinsic micro-structure of AP-PECVD synthesised amorphous
silica densies as a function of increasing deposition input
energy. The densication is conrmed by an increase in the
presence of Si–O–Si groups due to removal of hydroxyl species,12

This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2017
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Fig. 5 Normalised un-polarized ATR-FTIR absorption spectra showing: (a) the inﬂuence of the D2O exposure process upon the hydroxyl (O–H,
3750–3000 cm1; O–D, 2750–2250 cm1) stretching region for a 150 nm silica-like thin ﬁlm deposited with an input E per TEOS of 1.4 keV; the
hydroxyl stretching region of 150 nm silica-like thin ﬁlms deposited with input E per TEOS ranging from 1.4–4.9 keV illustrating ﬁlms (b)
immediately after deposition; (c) after one week exposure to D2O and (d) after one week exposure to ambient air (post D2O contact).

a decrease in Si–O bond lengths and decrease in Si–O–Si bond
angle which may in turn result in increased bond strain. The
ndings suitably conrm the improved encapsulation performance observed as a function of increasing deposition input
energy shown in Fig. 2.
However, as illustrated in Fig. 4b–d, the silica network
regarding the Si–O–Si bonding appears to rapidly densify and then
plateau at deposition input energies of approximately 6–10 keV per
TEOS. This does not entirely coincide with the prior reported
ATR-FTIR analysis focussed on the hydroxyl content of the lms,12
which showed a more gradual removal of silanol impurities as
a function of deposition input energy up to at least 35 keV per
TEOS. This nding would imply that a potential two-part
densication process occurs as a function of increasing deposition input energy for amorphous silica lms synthesised
using AP-PECVD. First, rapid densication of the silica network
takes place, alongside the steady removal of hydroxyl impurities
for lms synthesised at specic deposition E per TEOS up to
6 keV. The silica network then continues to densify, but at

This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2017

a much slower rate, in line with the gradual to almost complete
removal of hydroxyl impurities only seen for lms deposited at
specic energies greater than 35 keV per TEOS.12
Pore interconnectivity: hydrogen–deuterium exchange
The inuence of the D2O exposure process performed to
understand pore interconnectivity in the 150 nm silica-like thin
lms can be seen in the normalised un-polarised ATR-FTIR
absorption spectra shown in Fig. 5. Hydrogen–deuterium
exchange, due to the increase in reduced mass of the vibrating
atoms m, induces a detectable decrease in the frequency of the
O–H vibration.63 This is clearly evident for all lms upon
exposure to D2O, and is seemingly reversible upon subsequent
drying and contact with ambient air.
As previously discussed by Elam et al.,12 the hydroxyl groups
in the amorphous silica network, whether covalently bonded as
in the case of isolated silanol (iSiO–H, 3650 cm1),53,54,60 and
neighbouring silanol (nSiO–H, 3450 cm1),53,54,64 or unbound in
the case of trapped molecular water (HO–H, 3250 cm1),27,54,64
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Fig. 6 Normalised un-polarized ATR-FTIR absorption spectra
showing the inﬂuence of one week exposure to D2O upon the
hydroxyl (O–H, 3750–3000 cm1; O–D, 2750–2250 cm1) stretching
region for 200 nm silica-like thin ﬁlms deposited with input E per TEOS
ranging from 1.2–72.2 keV onto a modiﬁed PET substrate using APPECVD, under conditions replicating those of the barrier layer
synthesis. The peaks at 2350 cm1 are due to the carbon dioxide
asymmetric stretch.

gradually decrease in concentration with increasing deposition
input energy. This characteristic decrease in absorbance can be
seen clearly in Fig. 5b. However, what becomes apparent upon
exposure to D2O, is the variation in the degree of pore interconnectivity. It appears that samples deposited at specic
energies greater than 2.6 keV per TEOS molecule have a greater
magnitude of isolated pores within the silica network (Fig. 5c),
as the extent of H–D exchange during the one week exposure is
signicantly less for samples deposited at 4.9 keV per TEOS
molecule. This nding directly correlates with the one order of
magnitude improvement in encapsulation performance (102
to 103 g m2 day1) observed for lms deposited at 4.9 keV per
TEOS with respect to 2.6 keV per TEOS (Fig. 2). Upon drying of
the samples post D2O exposure and subsequent contact with
ambient air for one week, it appears in general that the reverse
deuterium–hydrogen exchange occurs, bar a small concentration of deuterium that still remains in all lms, covalently
bonded in the form of isolated silanol (iSiO–D), as shown in
Fig. 5d.
For the purpose of understanding pore interconnectivity in
amorphous silica thin lms deposited at energies greater than
4.9 keV, the data set was extended to include samples deposited
at energies up to 70 keV per TEOS molecule. The results
showing the inuence of one week exposure to D2O on the
hydroxyl stretching region of these lms can be seen in Fig. 6.
From the aforementioned polarised ATR-FTIR analysis of
these lms, it was proposed that a two-part densication
process occurs as a function of increasing specic energy during
the deposition of amorphous silica lms using AP-PECVD. The
silica network structure was thought to initially undergo a rapid
densication for lms synthesised at specic deposition E per
TEOS up to 6 keV, alongside the steady removal of hydroxyl
impurities. This phenomenon can be seen in Fig. 6, with lms
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deposited at energies lower and higher than 6 keV displaying
diﬀerent behaviour regarding H–D substitution. Films deposited at specic energies <6 keV show almost complete H–D
substitution, suggesting that the silica network is open enough
to permit the unhindered permeation of (heavy)water molecules
and thus the exchange of hydrogen and deuterium, even for
supposedly isolated silanol groups. For lms deposited at
a specic deposition energy of 6 keV however, the pore
interconnectivity decreases (the Si–O bond length and Si–O–Si
bond angle decreases) to such a degree that only hindered
permeation of (heavy)water molecules is permitted, leading
merely to partial H–D substitution. This observation holds true
for lms deposited at energies up to 20 keV, aer which no
H–D substitution is observed. Amorphous silica lms deposited
at specic energies >20 keV appear to have a network structure
impermeable to (heavy)water molecules. The diameter of the
pores within the lattice must therefore be <0.265 nm (the kinetic
diameter of water), making the few remaining hydroxyl impurities within the silica network of these lms completely
isolated.
This nding would imply that amorphous silica thin lms
deposited using AP-PECVD at specic energies greater than 20
keV should show excellent encapsulating ability due to their
intrinsically dense nature. However, as mentioned before, the
performance of these lms can unfortunately be limited by the
formation of macro-defects that occur as a result of the gradually intensied processing conditions necessary to achieve such
high deposition input energies.12,13

Conclusions
The structure–performance relationships in single layer amorphous silica encapsulation lms deposited using industrially
scalable and cost-eﬀective roll-to-roll AP-PECVD were evaluated.
Extensive polarised ATR-FTIR analysis revealed the intrinsic
micro-structure of the amorphous silica rapidly densied as
a function of increasing deposition input energy, a parameter
that related increasing plasma residence time with decreasing
TEOS vapour ow rates. The network densication was
conrmed by an increase in the presence of Si–O–Si groups,
removal of hydroxyl species, a decrease in Si–O bond length and
decrease in Si–O–Si bond angle. In conjunction, exposure of the
silica layers to D2O to induce hydrogen–deuterium exchange
uncovered a transition in pore interconnectivity as a function of
input deposition energy, with a greater magnitude of isolated
pores incorporated into silica networks deposited at higher
input energies. The technique also permitted the estimation of
pore diameters within the lattice structures of the lms found to
be impermeable to (heavy)water molecules.
In addition, the ndings exposed a clear correlation between
encapsulation performance (WVTR and lag-time) and the
intrinsic amorphous microstructure, proving that the intrinsic
porosity of AP-PECVD silica lms could be controlled merely by
varying the deposition precursor ux and plasma residence
times. The results presented in this article hereby demonstrate
the remarkable potential of AP-PECVD as an economical,
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reliable and versatile production method for the synthesis of
encapsulation lms.
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